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Abstract: In this paper, we propose to use a middle-agent framework to analyze a business model that is focused on
distributors for win-win cooperation and collaboration by revealing the effect, the influence, and the requirement for
consensus in cooperation and collaboration. Distributors can create good cooperation and collaboration by mediates
between manufacturing and user companies. We give an example of the collaborative development of new products
where a distributor mediating between maker and user companies. The Application Specific Standard Product (ASSP),
which is an LSI for specific applications, is attracting attention. To develop an ASSP, both semiconductor and user
companies must agree on the functions that the ASSP has and on how many ASSPs must be considered without dis-
closing secret information. In this paper, we model distributors in a collaborative development and implement a tool
for an agent-based simulation, in which we imagine a market where a product is developed, sold, and bought. We
investigate the role of middle agents, distributors and how they affect the market. In addition, we propose a framework
for examining a new business model.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, the authors propose a middle-agent-based frame-
work to innovate a business model by promoting consensus build-
ing among many companies. This framework is a tool to analyze
what is needed for consensus building as well as the effect and in-
fluence of collaborative development, which is unclear in the real
world [1], [2]. New knowledge about consensus building can be
acquired with this framework. Win-win relations for many com-
panies can be realized by building consensus for multiple collab-
orative development among them [3], [4].

Cooperation and collaboration help many companies that col-
lect resources such as technologies, knowledge, information,
funds as well as creating new business and developing new prod-
ucts. Cooperation and collaboration have difficulty building a
consensus, because most companies focused excessive emphasis
on profit [5].

In the semiconductor industry, semiconductor companies are
developed the Application Specific Standard Products (ASSPs)
in collaboration with user companies. The collaborative develop-
ment of products enables them to accurately get a market’s need
and create new technology, but building a consensus is difficult
because collaborative development with a user company causes
misunderstandings over the issues related to each business. With
whom and how to build a consensus are an important problem
in the collaborative development of products. Many researchers
have discussed the methodology of consensus building. For ex-
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ample, Imada pointed out that consensus building based on au-
tonomy and individuality is more important than social integra-
tion by agreement and analyzed its structure and function with-
out considering management behavior [3]. This situation is the
same in the contract theory. Nevertheless Ito discussed consensus
building that concentrated on stakeholder’s profits. Recently, the
principled negotiations is beneficial for all stakeholders [8], [9].
Recently, in particular, it was also pointed out that principled
negotiation is more important. Principled negotiation based on
mutual gains approach and win-win negotiation [6], [7]. Further-
more, realization of principled negotiation is needed in order to
create value. In the real world, most transactions among compa-
nies are one-to-one. Our paper focuses on consensus building in
multiple collaborative development among many companies.

Actually, social structure is much complex than is thought. We
consider consensus building in multiple collaborative develop-
ment among many companies is important because the multiple
consensus building can be more beneficial to both suppliers and
users than that of one-to-one [1], [2]. In this paper, we utilize
middle-agent-based framework to promote consensus building
among many companies. The middle-agent model is proposed
as one multi-agent system that consists of individual agents who
are designed differently. Middle agents mainly match agents and
assign tasks with requester’s preferences and provider’s capabili-
ties [13]. When many companies design a business model in the
real world, these companies cannot only make network but also
create business model in collaborative development (Section 2).

In this research field, Kato focused on group decision mak-
ing for a consensus building process, developed a support tool,
and evaluated it, but didn’t apply it to any concrete example [5].
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Our approach has an important meaning at this point. This pa-
per is organized as follows. The next section shows a concrete
example in which a semiconductor distributor is playing the role
of a mediator between semiconductor and user companies while
developing an ASSP. The third section shows a model for negoti-
ating collaborative development transactions. The fourth section
shows an agent-based simulation result from that model. Finally,
the last section provides a conclusion. We participated directly
in this project and interviewed all related parties for the sake of
objectivity. We asked many related parties the same questions to
get exact information and collected data from websites and doc-
uments.

2. A high-performance Graphics Processing
Unit

In this section, the authors explain the reason that pachinko
manufacturers had needed a high-performance Graphics Process-
ing Unit (GPU).
Pachinko Manufacturer’s Approach to Developing GPUs

Since 1998, the Pachinko market grows popular of digital
pachinko. Such new displays attracted many female customers
to the games because they provided a sense of fun that previ-
ous pachinko parlors lacked. Pachinko manufacturers noticed that
GPU improved the user experience. To solve this problem, lead-
ing pachinko manufacturer B developed a GPU in collaboration
with a semiconductor company.
Pachinko Manufacturer B’s Approach to GPU

First, Company B tackled the development of its own GPU. It
approached a semiconductor distributor A who cooperated with
a semiconductor company AXELL with image processing tech-
nology for computer graphics and achievement. A proposed that
these three parties develop an ASSP together. Pachinko manu-
facturer B agreed and started development, which stopped soon.
Again, distributor A proposed the productization of a GPU as an
alternative to the development of ASSP to AXELL and pachinko
manufacturer B. Pachinko manufacturer B abandoned its GPU
but still wanted it, so they decided to participate in the producti-
zation of a GPU.

This LSI sold rapidly, and in 2009, its sales achieved 23% of
all sales. It contributed to distributor A’s achievement. In this
paper, authors analyze distributor A’s approach to the GPU.

2.1 Background of the Productization of a GPU
This subsection gives AXELL’s background of the productiza-

tion of a GPU.
Four Reasons Why the Productization of a GPU for Pachinko
Was Decided

AXELL had many reasons for producing a GPU with their own
image processing technology, which is their strength. First, the
market scale of GPUs was expected to expand. Second, the prices
of products were expected to increase if they included GPUs with
high functionality and performance. Third, at that time, the mar-
ket had no GPU for digital pachinko. Fourth, semiconductor
companies had a negative attitude toward the pachinko market.
For these reasons, AXELL, a small venture company, entered the
pachinko market.

Table 1 Difference in minimum demand quantity and demand function.

Item Company B AXELL

demand quantity Total 50,000/year Total 300,000/year

demand function

wanted all functions
all “required”

7 essential functions

want to classify functions
realize “required” surely

didn’t realize “nice to have”
didn’t realize “specific”

didn’t know essential functions

Overview of AXELL and GPU
AXELL is a fabless venture company that was founded by

Yuzuru Sasaki in 1996 to develop and sell semiconductors. Over
40 pachinko manufacturers have adopted AXELL’s GPU. AG-3
is a standard GPU in the pachinko market. Currently AXELL is
listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

2.2 Function Problems and Quantity Problems
Minimum demand quantity and demand function are reasons

why AXELL and Company B failed to build a consensus.
Why Minimum Demand Quantity does not Built a Consen-
sus?

AXELL and B had to agree about minimum demand quantity
and demand function. They failed to agree about the former. For
AXELL, minimum demand quantity is the quantity that is re-
placed with these costs. For B, minimum demand quantity is the
amount of GPUs that it could buy.

Since Company B didn’t need to cover the development and
production costs, AXELL had to solve this problem. B could
buy not more than 50,000 pcs of GPUs. On the other hand, AX-
ELL had to sell not less than 300,000 pcs of GPUs annually for
FUJITSU to produce them. B’s quantity was 50,000 pcs and AX-
ELL’s quantity was 300,000 pcs. Building a consensus was im-
possible because of the huge disparity between these two figures.
Why Demand Function does not Built a Consensus?

In the following section, the authors explain about the demand
function. Functions can be classified into three categories by de-
gree of demand. “Must have” is an essential function for GPUs.
“Nice to have” is a recommended function but it isn’t essential.
“Specific” is a function that B particularly demanded. When pro-
ducing the ASSP, there was a difference in the demand function
between AXELL and Company B. B demanded too many func-
tions. Generally in the productization of ASSPs, semiconductor
companies give priority to “required” functions and avoid “con-
venient” or “specific” functions because of the high cost of devel-
opment and productization. Company B demanded the following
functions: 1©3D, 2©enhanced sprite efficiency, 3©electrostatic pro-
tection, 4©high data compression rate, 5©D-RAM, 6©ROM, and

7©BGA package. B considered all of these functions “required”
and demanded all of them. On the other hand, for AXELL, de-
mand functions were those that each pachinko manufacturer rec-
ognizes as “required.” AXELL didn’t know which functions were
“required.” B wanted all functions; AXELL didn’t know which
function was demanded. They couldn’t build a consensus. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes this situation.

The huge difference in their minimum demand quantity and
demand function prevented them from building a consensus. If
these companies could not develop ASSP, they do not get value.
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That is, AXELL couldn’t develop a GPU, and B couldn’t get a
high-performance GPU.

2.3 Building Consensus with Participation of a Semiconduc-
tor Distributor

The previous subsection showed that the differences in mini-
mum demand quantity and demand function cannot built consen-
sus. Next, the authors explain how a semiconductor distributor
solved the problem and helped them build a consensus.
Semiconductor Distributor Mediates to Build a Consensus

In this example, the authors summarize how a semiconduc-
tor distributor filled the gap in the minimum demand quantity
and demand function over which they failed to agree. With re-
gard to minimum demand quantity, since Company A thought
that it could sell the GPUs for pachinko to other companies,
not only Company B, they contracted to buy 300,000 pcs LSIs
with AXELL. This proposal filled the gap in the minimum de-
mand quantity between the supplier and the consumer. For its
demand function, Company A inspected 20 pachinko manufac-
turers, whose customers classified the functions demanded by
Company B, and extracted the “required” functions. This pro-
posal, which was based on their investigation about “required”
functions, was important for AXELL who now recognized the
functions that they should develop. This investigation led to an
LSI that contained functions that Company B didn’t want, but it
agreed with A’s proposal anyway. The investigation also showed
that 5©, 6©, and 7© were “specific” and unnecessary functions be-
cause they caused a lack of internal memory if the contents be-
come complex. They also cost more and needed high technology
to mount the substrate. Due to mediation by A, the semiconductor
distributor enabled AXELL and B to fill the gap in the minimum
demand quantity and demand function and to build a consensus.
A suggested that GPUs would produce competitive power for all
pachinko manufacturers when A sold them. This new compet-
itive power is making contents that have a sense of fun with a
high-performance GPU. Many competitors could get the same
high-performance GPU as B but it was worth developing an LSI
with “required” functions because they could differentiate their
product from others by the contents. The “required” functions
secondarily simplified procurement for pachinko manufacturers
and lowered market prices. Additionally greater sales increased
the profits for AXELL.

3. Transaction Model in Product Development

In the previous section, we explained the semiconductor dis-
tributor’s role in order to promote the co-development transac-
tion. In this section, we focus on distributors as mediators and
model a co-development transaction among suppliers and users
based on the concrete example in Section 2. The model is utilized
for middle agent simulation to examine multiple co-development
among many companies. The authors propose a middle-agent
framework for co-development based on the simulation result.
This framework is a tool used to analyze what condition is needed
for consensus building and how co-development affects compa-
nies, which is unclear in the real world. New knowledge about
consensus building can be acquired with this framework. This

framework can facilitate multiple co-development among many
companies.

3.1 Product Market
In this paper, we suppose a market where suppliers s, users

b, and mediators m develop and deals with product g. Suppli-
ers, users, and mediators are denoted respectively by s, b, and
m that are variables. Product g is dealt with by two parties, like
the good in Ref. [10], but it is different from the good because
the product doesn’t exist initially. The product results from ne-
gotiation with a supplier and a user. The product’s functions are
decided in negotiation, so the same products aren’t always dis-
tributed. In the semiconductor example, the product is a GPU and
the function is a feature to realize computer graphics and to avoid
block-noise. The number of defective LSIs increases if their size
exceeds 5 mm2. An IP core must be designed whose size min-
imizes defective LSIs. The LSI can’t have all functions by fac-
tor of physical and economical limits. For example, if the LSI
has three functions, it is denoted by a vector g = ( f1, f2, f3) with
function f . The LSI g consists of some functions that is denote by
fi. fi has discrete value that means kinds of function. The LSI’s
functions are decided by the suppliers, users, and mediators.

3.2 Agent
Suppliers sell LSI to users. Suppliers have technologies to de-

velop functions mounted on LSI. Each supplier can develop dif-
ferent functions. They have secret information about functions
they can develop and each function’s price. ps(g) are the values
that indicate how much profit they add to LSI g. This value also
means supplier’s technical information, and represents what kind
of LSI they can produce. The value is infinity if a LSI includes
functions that the supplier cannot develop. Sale price of g is cal-
culated by the sum of cost c( f ) and supplier’s profit ps( f ). The
supplier’s utility from LSI g is profit ub(g) made by selling the
LSI and is calculated by Eq. (1):

us(g) = ps(g). (1)

Users purchase LSI from suppliers and have secret information
about the functions that they demand and the valuation for func-
tion vb. They also have limitations on maximum demand quantity.
A user’s utility from LSI g is different from the LSI’s valuation
and its price and is calculated by Eq. (2):

ub(g) = vb(g) − c(g) − ps(g). (2)

Mediators play the role of both suppliers and users. They buy
products from suppliers and sell LSI to users. They mediate with
suppliers and users to build consensuses. For this role, they col-
lect secret information from suppliers and users. From suppliers,
they gather technical information about functions to be developed
and demand information from users about functions they need. In
direct negotiation with suppliers and users, they don’t disclose se-
cret information. When a mediator mediates a negotiation, even
if a supplier or a user tells the mediator its secret information, the
information doesn’t directly benefit the mediator. The informa-
tion benefits the mediator only when the mediator has a success-
ful negotiation. The mediator hence can collect secret informa-
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tion. Based on their technical and demand information, mediators
help suppliers and users agree on a product’s functions and quan-
tity. For example, when arranging functions, mediators match
user demands and supplier technology and consider the functions
that will benefit them. When arranging quantity, they contract to
sell LSI to many users if they fail to build a consensus because
of the difference in supplier and user quantities. A mediator adds
their profit as margin mgnm(g) to the product’s price and sells it.
mgnm(g) is the mediator’s profit by margin of mediation. Medi-
ator’s add his profit as margin to the LSI’s price and sell it. The
authors suppose the margin depends on LSI that he proposes. The
margin mgnm(g) depends on LSI g. The margin is the mediator’s
utility:

um(g) = mgnm(g). (3)

When dealing with q LSI, the utility value each agent gets from
LSI g is u(g)q that is LSI of utility u(g) and quantity q.

3.3 Transaction Process
Users propose their demand functions and negotiate with sup-

pliers. Distributers mediate the negotiation with two parties to
help build a consensus. The values of the LSIs’ functions de-
pend on user’s needs for function, suppliers’ profit that they add
to functions, and costs of functions. The values for users is differ-
ent from those for suppliers. We show three kinds of interaction
between different agents to explain the actions of suppliers, users,
and distributers in this market.
Suppliers and Users

The authors suppose a case in which a user directly negotiates
with a supplier, arranges a LSI’s functions, and handles it. Users
have valuation vb for each function. The higher the valuation of
vb is, the more the user wants the function. If vb is zero, the user
doesn’t really want it. Users propose to suppliers products with
the functions they want. In contrast, suppliers present the pro-
posed product prices. This price is the sum of the developing cost
of all functions in LSI c and supplier’s profit ps.

Users purchase the LSI by price, and the transaction succeeds
with probability P(qs, qb), which is denoted by the supplier’s min-
imum demand quantity qs and the user’s maximum demand quan-
tity qb if the user’s valuation exceeds the price presented by the
suppliers. Compared with supplier’s minimum demand quantity
qs, the bigger user’s maximum demand quantity qb is, the bigger
probability P(qs, qb) becomes. That is, building a consensus is
difficult unless the user purchases as many LSI as demanded by
the suppliers. We can consider various formula, but in this pa-
per, P(qs, qb) is a liner function of qs/qb. The negotiation breaks
down if the valuation is smaller than the price.
Suppliers and Mediators

Consider the case in which suppliers interact with mediators.
Suppliers disclose their secret information to mediators. Such se-
cret information is their technology about which functions they
can mount on the LSI and how many LSI they demand. With this
information, a mediator promotes a negotiation that benefits the
suppliers when mediators mediate between suppliers and users.
Mediators are third parties who profit by effecting deals with sup-
pliers and users. Suppliers tell mediators their secret information

Fig. 1 Model of mediation.

because the mediators must produce a proposal on which both
parties agree to get a profit.
Users and Mediators

Now we examine a case between users and mediators. Media-
tors act as suppliers for users. In practical terms, this means that
users propose LSI to develop, not to suppliers, but to mediators.
Mediators check the user’s demand information and the supplier’s
technical information (each at function prices) to select a sup-
plier as a trading partner. They consider which functions the LSI
should have and propose them. The selected supplier presents its
price to the mediator, based on the functions that the proposed
LSI has. Mediators also add profit to the price and present this
added price. The transaction succeeds with probability p(qs, qb)
if the user’s valuation exceeds the new price. Additionally be-
tween users and mediators, the transaction depends on the sup-
plier’s and the user’s quantities. Mediators can search for other
users in reference to each user’s demand information. Then they
help build a consensus by forging deals over the same LSI with
other users (Fig. 1).

3.4 Proposal for Function of LSI by Mediators
Mediators propose product functions to ask users about their

demands and respond with supplier’s technology. The strategy
proposed by product mediators affects consensus building and
each agent’s utility. In the real world, mediators employ vari-
ous strategies [1], [2]. In the semiconductor market, the semicon-
ductor mediator proposed an LSI that has the functions wanted
by many users, that is “required” and sells them to the semicon-
ductor company after agreeing with the quantity and the func-
tions. On the other hand, a mediator might propose a LSI that
only responds to the user’s demand. In our model, “required”
and “specific” functions are decided by user’s needs information
that a distributor collected. “Required” functions are those that
many users want. In contrast, “specific” functions are those that
a few users want. There are other kinds of distributors. One dis-
tributor wants larger margin for insurance. The other distributor
maximizes customer’s profit for a good co-development. In our
simulation, mediator agents used the following strategies:
A General demand

In this strategy, the mediator considers general demands
based on demand information that it collected to find the
combination of functions that maximize the sum of each
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user’s valuation and proposes LSI ga that satisfies Eq. (4):

ga = argmaxg
∑

b

vb(g). (4)

B Customer demand
The mediator finds the combination of functions that max-
imize the customer’s user’s valuation and proposes LSI gb

that satisfies Eq. (5):

gb = argmaxgvb(g). (5)

C Myopia
In this strategy, the mediator finds a combination of func-
tions that maximizes its own margin and proposes LSI gc

that satisfies Eq. (6):

gc = argmaxgmgnm(g). (6)

D Reciprocity
Here, the mediator finds a combination of functions that
maximizes the sum of the utilities of the supplier and the
user for whom the distributer is mediating and proposes LSI
gd that satisfies Eq. (7):

gb = argmaxg{us(g) + ub(g)}
= argmaxg

[
vb(g) − {c (g) + ps (g)} − ps (g)

]

= argmaxg (vb (g) − c (g)) . (7)

Many researchers discuss about interaction between providers
and requesters with game theory [11], [12]. In general, game the-
ory has the following two indicators. First, game theory has an
evaluation value representing the benefit. Second, game theory
supposes that there are agents to make a profit. Actually, the our
simulation is to optimize the evaluation value. Although, in this
paper, users and suppliers do not fully understand their evalua-
tion value. Mediators collect the complete information. With the
information, it is possible to benefit stakeholders. Even if media-
tors have the complete information, they can not reuse the infor-
mation, except matching stakeholders. Because of this, mediators
can collect the information.

4. Simulation

4.1 Setting
The authors simulated a model in which suppliers, users, and

mediators develop and trade with products g, research the effect
on mediators, and consider the result. The simulation tool was
developed in Java. In the simulation, we randomly paired the
number of agents * 100 times. The pair consists of two differ-
ent kinds of agents. For example, there is no pair of a supplier
and another supplier. We ran 2,000 simulations and examined the
average. The fixed parameters are 100 suppliers, 100 users, 20
functions, the maximum number of functions the product has, the
number of functions each supplier can develop, and the number
of functions users can demand.

The results are representative of the several hundred simula-
tions tested, although values might vary between configurations
of parameters. The differences between configurations of param-
eters were insignificant.

Fig. 2 Each agent utility.

Mediators use the general demand strategy and search for a
supplier who can develop the product cheaper than anything on
the market and mediate a transaction. In this simulation, the other
agent parameters include supplier’s and user’s secret information
and the mediator’s margin.

We run simulation in the case where P(qs, qb) = qs/qb simply.

4.2 Simulation Results
Effectiveness of Mediator

Figure 2 indicates the utility obtained by each agent from the
product transaction by the number of mediators. The horizon-
tal axis represents the number of mediators and the vertical axis
represents the utility values. Suppliers, users, and mediators got
higher utility values when mediators were involved. As the num-
ber of mediators increased, the utility value of the suppliers and
users increases, although the mediator’s utility value decreased
as the number of mediators increased. The average agent util-
ity values increased because the increasing rate of the supplier’s
and the user’s utility values exceeded the decreasing rate of the
mediator’s utility value.

Mediators increase the total profit, although the mediator’s util-
ity value decreased because of the increasing number of distribu-
tors which obviously reflects the competition among distributors.
Users can only make a deal with a supplier who has the technol-
ogy to meet their needs, and suppliers are in the same situation.
Trading partners are hampered to some extent if suppliers and
users make a trade. In contrast, mediators can get a profit who-
ever they mediate if they build a consensus. Suppliers and users
don’t intend to develop another product and make a deal once
they have satisfied the quantity condition. Therefore, the utility
value average of the mediators drops because mediators get less
profit as the other mediators get more.

Figure 3 shows the number of consensuses built by the num-
ber of mediators. The number increased when mediators are in-
volved. Existing of many mediators made to build consensus.

The number of consensuses decreases when a supplier and a
user negotiate directly without mediation as the number of medi-
ators increases. Mediators collect information from suppliers and
users. Mediators next mediate by matching a supplier with the
technology to meet a user’s need with the user. A supplier and
user can pair off without mediation but the effect on mediating
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Fig. 3 Number of consensuses.

Table 2 General demand for products.

Case of negotiation General demand

direct negotiation 3.92

mediation by mediator 4.09

Fig. 4 Suppliers who satisfied the demand quantity.

takes precedence over direct negotiation and builds a consensus.
Examining Function

Table 2 indicates the general demand for functions developed
in products by each case of negotiation. The general demand
is calculated by the sum of all user valuations for the functions.
When mediator mediate between user and supplier, demand is
higher than when a user directly negotiates with a supplier. Prod-
ucts, which have more general demand, probably have more “re-
quired” functions that can be bought by many users.
Examining Quantity

Figure 4 shows the number of suppliers who dealt with as
many products as the minimum demand quantity, which is the
quantity to produce. The horizontal axis represents the number
of mediators, and the vertical axis represents the number of sup-
pliers who satisfied the condition. This number increased with
the number of mediators increased. This result clearly suggests
that broadening the market by mediators is effective.
Examining Mediator Strategies

One important role of mediators is proposing functions for
products, based on the information collected from suppliers and
users. Here, we simulated which proposal strategy benefits me-
diators or all agents and the characteristics of each strategy. The
result without a mediator is shown for comparison. In the simu-

Fig. 5 Agent utility by mediator strategy.

lation setting, the number of mediators is fixed to 5, and the other
parameters are the same as above. Each strategy is shown as fol-
lows: A: General demand, B: Customer demand, C: Myopia, and
D: Reciprocity.

First, we compare strategies A and B. The supplier’s utility
value is higher in A, and the user’s utility value is higher in B. The
mediator of strategy A emphasizes many user needs to broaden
the market for the supplier. Therefore, the mediator probably
isn’t concerned about customer user needs, so the supplier’s util-
ity value is higher and the user’s one is lower in strategy A. The
mediator of strategy B only considers the customer user need,
which is the product that contains “specific” functions so that the
market becomes narrower. The supplier’s utility value is lower
and the user’s is higher in strategy B.

The mediator of strategy C can’t match suppliers and users be-
cause they behave selfishly. As a result, they can’t help build a
consensus and the utility value of all agents decreases. This situ-
ation is the same as having no mediator. In contrast, the mediator
of strategy D emphasizes the profit of both the supplier and the
user without considering their profit to simplify building a con-
sensus; the mediator’s utility value also increases. The result is
indicated in Fig. 5.
Impact on Secret Information

In this simulation, we examine how the information collected
by the mediator from supplier’s technology and user’s demand,
affects negotiations. Originally, the information was collected
from suppliers and users during the transaction. But in this simu-
lation, we gave the mediators the initial information about all sup-
pliers, all users, or both at the beginning to examine the impact of
the quantity of information and on what kind of information.

Figure 6 indicates the utility value of each agent based on the
initial information. We assumed that the utility value of each
agent increases when mediators have information about both sup-
pliers and users. In fact, the utility value is highest when me-
diators have only the supplier’s information. User information
seems to inhibit profit. Mediators exploit user information to sell
products to many users. Figure 3 also shows that consensuses in-
crease as mediators broaden the market. Therefore, the average
profit per transaction decreases instead of broadening the market.
By selling the same products to many users, mediators have no
chance in the future to sell suitable products to users who already
have them; the total utility value falls.
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Fig. 6 Agent utility based on initial information.

5. Conclusion

This paper focused on a middle-agent solution for consensus
building with cooperation and collaboration. The authors pro-
posed a transaction model of product development and ran simu-
lations with it based on a concrete example where a semiconduc-
tor mediator mediated the collaborative development of ASSP.

Mediators collect suppliers’ and users’ information. Mediat-
ing and extending the market with the information increase the
number of consensuses. Proposing a product that both of agents
want increases each agent’s utility value, although, there is a con-
dition that the average utility value per transaction decreases. The
model mediated by mediators as middle agents is a usable frame-
work for increases in the total profit of each agent and promotes
to build consensus under conditions.
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